HAWK

HAWK Accessories & Supplies

ENTERPRISES

for Rotary Floor Machines

Rotary Brushes, Pads, Pad Drivers & Hardware

Tampico Polishing Brush
100% White Tampico is naturally
acid resistant. Great for general
scrubbing and polishing marble
and other hard surface ﬂoors.
#A0021 - 13”
#A0035 - 15”
#A0004- 17”
#A0005 - 20”

Hawk Safe Spin Carpet Brush
with S/S Glide Plate
The smooth adjustable glide plate
lets the brush easily glide over and
protect the carpet. Reduces drag
and operator fa gue.
#A0013-17 - 17”
#A0013-20 - 20”

Poly Scrub Brush
Use this poly bristle brush with a
detergent for lighter-duty
scrubbing on waxed or finished
floors.
#A0020 - 13”
#A0036 - 15”
#A0002 - 17”
#A0003 - 20”

Tu ed Bristle
Pad Driver
Heavy polypropylene 3/4” bristles
penetrate the pad for secure
holding power. Includes 3/4” riser.
A0010-4 - 17”
A0011-3 - 20”

35 Grit Brush
For general scrubbing
and frequent cleaning. Flexible
enough to scrub narrow
grout lines. Blue bristles
#A0018-1 - 13”
#A0008-1 - 17”
#A0009-1 - 20”

Hawk LokTM Pad Driver
Molded design with universal
clutch plate, built-in riser and a
triangular showerfeed system
handles the toughest jobs.
#0034-4 - 15”
#A0010-5 - 17”
#A0011-4 - 20”

80 Grit Brush
An aggressive brush for general
scrubbing or stripping ﬁnishes
from hard surfaces. Eﬀec vely
cleans wide grout lines.
#A0018 - 13”
#A0038 - 15”
#A0008 - 17”
#A0009 - 20”

Premium Double Hook
Pad Driver
Molded polymer pad face has
hundreds of individual hooks that
securely grip and hold pads. Riser
and showerfeed block
#A0017 - 13” #A0034 - 15”
#A0010 - 17”
#A0011 - 20”

#KIT2014

#KIT2013

Red Buﬃng Pad
(5 Pack)

Black Stripping Pad
(5 Pack)

Pad Centering
Clamp - 2-Piece

Use at 175-600 RPM for everyday
cleaning and light scrubbing.
#A0026-13R-CS - 13”
#A0026-15R-CS - 15”
#A0026-17R-CS- 17”
#A0026-20R-CS- 20”

Heavy-duty scrubbing and for
removal of 2-4 coats of
ﬁnish/sealer. Washable. Reusable.
#A0026-13BK-CS - 13”
#A0026-15BK-CS - 15”
#A0026-17BK-CS- 17”

2-piece clamp clips together
securely holding any size pad.
#KIT2013 - Screw Lock
#KIT2014 - Spring Lock
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